Advancing the delivery of anticancer drugs: Conjugated polymer/triterpenoid composite.
Exemplifying the synergy of anticancer properties of triterpenoids and ion retention qualities of conjugated polymers, we propose a conducting matrix to be a reservoir of anticancer compounds. In this study, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene), PEDOT, based matrix for electrically triggered and local delivery of the ionic form of anticancer drug, oleanolic acid (HOL), has been investigated. An initial, one-step fabrication procedure has been proposed, providing layers exhibiting good drug release properties and biological activity. Investigation of obtained systems and implementation of modifications revealed another route of fabrication. This procedure was found to yield layers possessing a significantly greater storage capacity of OL(-), as evidenced by the 52% increase in the drug concentrations attainable through electro-assisted release. Examination of the biological activity of immobilised and released OL(-) molecules proved that electrochemical treatment has negligible impact on the anticancer properties of OL(-), particularly when employing the three-step procedure, in which the range of applied potentials is limited. PEDOT/OL(-) composite has been demonstrated to be a robust and cost-effective material for controlled drug delivery.